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For many years this alleged similar working of the human
mind3 or 'psychic unity5,, has been used as a tap to be turned
on or off as required at the moment. We are told, for
example, that the Aztecs and Egyptians "developed the idea
of the pyramid tomb through that psychological similarity
which is as much a characteristic of the species man as his
physique5 (a former edition of Ency. Brit}, If pyramids
were not found in America, no one would suggest anything
of the kind* since in the Old World pyramids are limited to
regions which are known to have been in cultural contact.
It is, at any rate, obviously untrue, since if it were true we
should find pyramid tombs wherever people had the rudi-
ments of stone-working, and our churchyards would be
crowded with them. The fact is that, as Professor Lowie tells
us (History of Ethnological Theoryf, p. 77): 'general "psychic
unity3' will not do; on that assumption all the societies of
the world should share the features in question*. Yet his
contempt for any one who suggests an Old-World origin for
the American pyramids is unbounded; for him, as for nearly
all Americans, what Dr. Harrison calls the 'anthropological
Monroe doctrine5 is a bar to dispassionate inquiry.
There is, of course, no direct evidence for the derivation
of American (that is to say, pre-Columbian) culture from the
Old World—if there were this chapter would be superfluous
—but the circumstantial evidence may be considered under
five headings:
 (1)	American culture has no beginnings.
 (2)	It is fundamentally ill-balanced.
 (3)	All the centres of civilization were on or near the
Pacific coast.
 (4)	All the close cultural parallels are with Eastern
or the Pacific islands.
 (5)	The religion of Mexico is heavily tinged with
Asiatic, and particularly Buddhist^ conceptions*

